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   Another book on Verdi? The shelves of  the Istituto Nazionale di Studi Verdiani in Parma 
are already burdened with the accumulation of  reviews, scholarly tomes, biographies, 
pamphlets, programme notes and assorted ephemera on his operas since  Oberto    in 1839. 
It seems ironic that so many words should be expended on a composer who displayed 
such little interest in  analyses of  his work. Praise embarrassed Verdi; criticism irritated 
him. Some comments in the musical press in 1874 provoked this characteristically testy 
outburst to Opprandino Arrivabene   (a former journalist): ‘Do you believe that all or 
almost all [critics] can penetrate the guts of  a composition and understand the inten-
tions of  the composer? Never and again never!’   1   Nor, unlike Wagner  , did Verdi himself  
theorise publicly about his works and methods. For Verdi, the liveness of  the oper-
atic event superseded discourse: words could not adequately substitute for music, or 
for the immediacy of  performance. His ideas about opera were reserved primarily for 
his private correspondence with his librettists, editors and singers, where it is appar-
ent that the greatest stimulus in his creative process was a desire to make the operatic 
event a compelling, intense experience for the spectator. That intensity, after all, was 
his own response to the act of  composition: ‘When I am alone, and occupied with my 
notes, then my heart throbs, tears rain from my eyes and my emotion and pleasure are 
indescribable.’  2   Verdi’s contract was not with the critic or the historian, but rather with 
audiences   and the actuality, or the ‘presentness’, of  the operatic event. 

 How can we access that ‘presentness’ when it lies so far in the past? Paradoxically 
(and only partially), through the very discourses that Verdi distrusted. One of  the more 
curious volumes of  the epoch was written by an   American soprano- turned- journalist, 
Blanche Roosevelt.  3   Its cumbersome title –  Verdi, Milan and ‘Othello’ :  Being A Short Life of  
Verdi, with letters written about Milan and the new opera of  Othello: represented for the fi rst time 
on the stage of  La Scala   theatre, February 5, 1887  – none the less signals an unusual eff ort to 
capture the operatic experience in print. Embedding her account of  the perform ance in 
the broader background of  the sights and sounds of  late nineteenth- century Milan – its 
people, customs, monuments and galleries – Roosevelt demonstrated a keen sensibility 
to the milieu of   Otello   ’s premi è re, and the way in which the reception of  opera is shaped 
by a greater complex of  interactions between art and society. 

 My own book shares some of  this territory, albeit from a diff erent temporal per-
spective. Whereas Roosevelt sketched the cultural geography of  a city in the present, 
I am tracing the artistic and social topography of  a community in the past. Her book 
clamours with the commotion of  contemporary life; mine strains to catch muffl  ed 
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Verdi, Opera,  Women2

reverberations sounding distantly across the silence of  more than a century. And my 
interest is not just in Verdi but also in Roosevelt herself  – or, rather, what she represents. 
As the fi rst woman to write publicly about Verdi, Roosevelt provides a rare glimpse of  
how the work of  the most infl uential Italian composer of  the second half  of  the nine-
teenth century was perceived and evaluated by a female spectator  .   In short, my book 
is about women (and men) watching women – or rather, representations of  women 
enacted by live performers. 

 For his female audience,   the long decades of  Verdi’s operatic career from 1839 to 1893 
produced an abundant diversity of  heroines: warrior women and peacemakers, vir-
gins and courtesans  , princesses and slaves, witches and gipsies, mothers and daughters, 
erring and idealised wives, and, last of  all, a feisty quartet of  Tudor townswomen. To 
modern eyes, their portraits might appear faded and fi xed, little more than an assort-
ment of  stiffl  y posed fi gurines in quaint costumes and elaborate coiff ure, and all too 
distant from our own notions of  personal and sexual freedoms. To the audiences   of  
their day, however, Verdi’s heroines were often unsettling precisely because of  their 
equivocal attitudes to the acknowledged codes of  femininity. Even their moments of  
self- sacrifi ce (and there were many) were criticised as either inadequate or excessive, or 
sometimes as an act of  grace that they frankly didn’t deserve. Grouped together, these 
protagonists seem almost a kind of  chorus, one that speaks – or in this case, sings – in 
Greek fashion about the travails and pleasures of  their epoch, about women’s wrongs 
and sometimes (more obliquely) women’s rights. 

 The proscenium arch separating these fi ctional characters from their spectators   was 
in part a spurious division. Reality – in the form of  the cultural and political mores of  
nineteenth- century Italian society – lay not beyond the opera house, but within it. It 
crowded the benches in the auditorium, draped itself  elegantly in the boxes, roared 
its approval and whistled its contempt. Backstage, it wrote itself  into contracts, raised 
a hemline here or lowered another there, dictated who should have this role and who 
that, prompted a librettist’s hand, or whispered into a composer’s ear. The real world 
was both background and foreground to the operatic experience: the characters and 
their avatars, the singers, faced it in the auditorium and met it off stage. This is not to 
deny the individual agency of  the artist, or indeed the multiple collaborations between 
composer, librettist, singer, designer, stage director, technician, conductor, orchestra, 
impresario   and publisher that produced opera. Opera as art form had its own logic, 
responding to its own practices and conventions. The creation, production, perform-
ance and reception of  opera was none the less rooted within specifi c social environ-
ments at specifi c times. 

 Verdi’s heroines accordingly reveal (as Hamlet put it) the ‘form and pressure’ of  their 
time, as much as they contribute new contours. To attribute these characters to Verdi, 
however, is only partly accurate. Almost all his operas were drawn from pre- existing 
sources – poems, plays, novels, or earlier libretti designed for other composers – written 
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Prologue: Verdi and his  audience 3

by a chronologically and geographically diverse range of  authors, including Auguste 
Anicet- Bourgeois  , Felice Romani  , Tommaso Grossi  , Victor Hugo  , Byron  , Shakespeare  , 
Friedrich Schiller  , Voltaire  , Zacharias Werner  , Joseph M é ry  ,  É mile Souvestre,   Alexandre 
Dumas  fi ls ,   Antonio Garc í a Guti é rrez  ,  Á ngel de Saavedra   and Eug è ne Scribe  . Their cre-
ations then passed through the hands of  Verdi’s librettists, mainly Temistocle Solera  , 
Francesco Maria Piave  , Andrea Maff ei  , Salvadore Cammarano  , Antonio Somma  , 
Camille Du Locle  , Eug è ne Scribe, Antonio Ghislanzoni  , Joseph M é ry and Arrigo Boito  . 
Verdi himself  took an unusually active role in the process of  adaptation, sometimes 
sketching out the early scenarios and imposing an ever more rigorous pursuit of  clarity 
and brevity in the dialogue. 

 Julian Budden argues that what distinguishes Verdi from earlier Italian compos-
ers is his interest in reproducing the source narrative as closely as possible within the 
opera.  4   Even given that aim, the compressed structure and formal conventions of  
opera demanded adjustments that inevitably impacted on the delineation of  char-
acter and events. Particularly during Verdi’s early career, the  convenienze  (a series of  
accepted practices and rules governing the operatic stage and the status of  the singers) 
prescribed the quantity and scope of  arias and other numbers allotted to the singers 
and the musico- dramatic relationships between them. Censorship   on moral, religious 
or political grounds also determined what could and could not be shown, infl uencing 
both the choice and treatment of  subject matter.  5   Even where one theatre permitted 
the setting of  a contentious subject (such as  Giovanna d’Arco  or  Rigoletto     ) during the 
1840s and 1850s, others implemented various amendments that could radically alter the 
nature of  the text. 

 The actions and words of  Verdi’s characters were therefore the product of  a process 
of  negotiation between the source material, the conventions of  opera and the operatic 
marketplace, censorship   (either explicit or implicit) and the interventions of  the com-
poser and his librettists. Only the music, the way that word and action were embodied 
within patterns of  sound, and also the  mise- en- sc è ne  in most of  his operas from 1847 
on (when he began to assume increasing involvement in the stage direction) can be 
ascribed predominantly to Verdi’s own creativity – although here again, some of  his 
decisions owed mainly to operatic traditions and audience   expectations. To speak of  
‘Verdi’s heroines’ therefore entails identifying the ways in which these characters were 
selected and subsequently shaped for the operatic stage through the adjustments of  
both composer and librettist. 

 In many respects, Verdi’s choice of  heroines from his eclectic array of  sources does 
not reveal any obvious template. Certain similarities between heroines occur at diff erent 
points in his output, but little that can be argued as typical across his long career. Attempts 
to fi t them into a single mould labelled ‘Verdian’ invariably run into diffi  culty. The variety 
of  characterisation might in itself  appear a distinctive factor, but earlier, more prolifi c 
composers such as Rossini   and Donizetti   had similarly explored an extensive range of  
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Verdi, Opera,  Women4

protagonists. Gilles De Van off ers a couple of  tempting maxims, suggesting, for exam-
ple, that in Verdi’s operas ‘the more active a woman is, the less she is a heroine’.  6   He is 
right – but only up to a point. Some heroines (particularly those of  the 1840s, such as 
Abigaille, Giovanna d’Arco  , Odabella, Lady Macbeth  , Gulnara) show a remarkable zest 
for activity in comparison to their often hesitant male counterparts. De Van also identifi es 
a fuller emotional expressivity (‘the area of  inner richness, fl exibility and complexity’) in 
the female roles, and the manner in which, especially in the later works, ‘woman has a 
privileged connection with reality that is denied to the hero, with his na ï vet é  and lack of  
realism’.  7   Yet many of  Verdi’s male roles – even ostensibly unsympathetic characters such 
as Philippe II in  Don Carlos    – are correspondingly given to impassioned outpourings or 
anguished ruminations on their unhappy state. Similarly, Heather Hadlock’s comment 
that ‘the usual defi ning gesture for a Verdi heroine – her “primal scene” – is self- sacrifi ce’ 
is certainly true of  some characters (particularly of  the 1850s), but much less so of  oth-
ers, as Hadlock herself  observes in her perceptive discussion of   Il corsaro   .  8   Nor was self-
 sacrifi ce exclusively a female preserve: Manrico in  Il trovatore   , for example, dares his life in 
an attempt to rescue his mother; Radam è s ( Aida   ) chooses death and eternal fi delity to the 
Ethiopian slave- princess rather than accept Amneris’ off er of  life by her side. 

 In short, no sustained image of  what ‘Woman’ was or indeed should be emerges 
from these operas. If  anything, Verdi often showed less regard for the epoch’s con-
cept of  heroines and heroes  per se  (certainly within the parameters of  role models or 
moral leadership) and rather more for the notion of  complex, multifaceted characters. 
A critic of  one of  his earliest operas,  I Lombardi alla prima crociata    (1843), made exactly 
this point, complaining that within the cast of  patricides, fratricides, assassins, traitors, 
renegades and the wayward Giselda, there was no protagonist worthy of  the name, and 
that therefore the opera was ‘headless’ ( acefala ).  9   Verdi’s subsequent operas only con-
fi rmed his apparent disdain for the more simplistic archetypes then in vogue. 

 The shaping of  Verdi’s female protagonists was rather the consequence of  the main 
driving forces in his compositional processes and, above all, his search for ‘eff ect’: char-
acter, confl ict and innovation. For Verdi, opera as drama stemmed primarily from 
character, and his admiration for both Hugo   and Shakespeare   centred on their abili-
ties to create confl icted and confl ictual protagonists.  10   He thus deliberately sought out 
characters who explored the outer limits of  the epoch’s social restrictions as well as 
their own inner resources. The notion of  confrontation – toward state, religion, family 
and social conventions – that was as evident in Verdi’s own personality as it was in his 
artistic strategy led him to narratives that constructed opposing planes of  power, senti-
ment and action. These were the narratives he regarded as ‘ musicabile ’: that is, those 
which appeared to him as not only  possible  to set to music (in the literal meaning of  the 
term) but which actively provoked  his  music in particular. (See, for example, his com-
ments during the composition of   Attila    in 1845:  ‘ Oh, what a wonderful subject! And the 
critics can say what they want, but I say: Oh, what a wonderful libretto  musicabile !’)  11   
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Prologue: Verdi and his  audience 5

His compositions encapsulated this emphasis on confl ict in a wide  chiaroscuro  of  sound, 
exploiting greater extremes of  volume, pace, colour and eff ect than had been previ-
ously used in Italian opera. 

 The search for originality was the other constant in Verdi’s approach. ‘I desire 
nothing other than to at least attempt new things’, he wrote to his librettist Salvadore 
Cammarano   in 1849:  12   it was no empty statement. The selection of  source material for 
his operas was an immediate starting point.  13   Some of  Verdi’s sources were already 
familiar to Italian audiences in other forms, thus permitting the audience   what Linda 
Hutcheon describes as the ‘interpretive doubling … between the work we know and 
the work we are experiencing’.  14   Verdi’s emphasis on using mainly foreign dramas, how-
ever, meant that a number of  his operas introduced subjects new to the Italian specta-
tor (although audiences elsewhere in Europe presumably brought a more informed 
perspective to those based on works by Guti é rrez  , Dumas  , Schiller   and Shakespeare  ). 
Above all, it was the opportunities these sources aff orded of  experimenting with new 
ideas in music’s relationship with drama that intrigued Verdi. He brought new sounds 
to the operatic stage (particularly in his later style), his operas created new vocal tech-
niques and he facilitated the development of  new voice- types – the baritone   and the 
dramatic mezzo- soprano  .  15   If  Verdi did not always succeed in his objectives for constant 
innovation,  16   his eff orts to explore the creative possibilities of  opera none the less con-
tinued untiringly up until his very last opera,  Falstaff    . 

 Guided by these imperatives of  character, confl ict and originality, Verdi’s selection 
and treatment of  his female roles brought some distinctive protagonists to the oper-
atic stage. Their room for manoeuvre was none the less circumscribed by the social 
constraints of  the epochs of  both their inception and, even more crucially, of  their 
operatic incarnation. Verdi’s career, spanning the second half  of  the nineteenth cen-
tury, witnessed considerable if  sometimes subtle modifi cations in ideas of  gender for 
Italian women, as the following chapters will reveal. Broadly speaking, however, during 
the 1840s notions of  female emancipation   stemming primarily from France found their 
way into some elements of  the patriotic movement (mainly those of  republican bent); 
yet the next decade, shaped by the restoration of  power after the failed uprising of  1848, 
largely determined sharper distinctions between ideas of  masculinity and femininity. 
The foundation of  the new Italy in the 1860s provoked both conservatives and radicals 
to assert their positions in the building of  the state – thus, the  Codice civile italiano    of  
1865 (often referred to as the  Codice Pisanelli   ) enshrined women’s subservience in the 
home, while Anna Maria Mozzoni   produced the fi rst solidly feminist tract (1864) argu-
ing for greater legal rights. And fi nally the 1870s to the 1890s saw a gradual development 
of  women’s experiences outside the home, with a rise in female employment in the 
cities, entry to certain professions, increased access to education   and the emergence of  
ideas of  the ‘nuova donna’, all accompanied by more sustained (yet always unsuccess-
ful) attempts to obtain suff rage for women.  17   
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Verdi, Opera,  Women6

 Although under increasing pressure, the conservative vision of  women’s role none 
the less remained obdurately intact across the period. A good example of  its articu-
lation emerges from the pages of  the  Corriere delle dame  – a periodical published for 
a female readership and edited by its proprietor, Giuditta Lampugnani   and her son, 
Alessandro. In 1851, the  Corriere  printed an account of  the fi rst National Women’s 
Rights Convention   held in Worcester, Massachusetts in 1850, which inaugurated a for-
mal, active movement for women’s emancipation   in the USA. Originally published in 
Cavour  ’s journal,  Risorgimento , the article maintained a dismissive stance towards the 
proposals of  the Convention’s architects:

  Women have their own sphere, they have a noble and sacred mission in which they need 
not fear any rivals; neither, by leaving a position so eminent and chasing men from theirs, 
will women ever be able to cast aside their disposition or ennoble more their nature. 
They are mothers, widows, daughters; they are the inspiration of  men, the comfort of  
husbands in adversity, the samaritans of  the wounded and infi rm. Do women want to 
repudiate these titles in order to execute badly the arts of  medicine, law and philosophy? 
Those that leave this sphere in order to launch themselves into the clouds demonstrate 
that they do not know in what their true power and superiority resides.  18    

 Here, the epoch’s main prescriptions on female behaviour are rehearsed in familiar 
form: the insistence on separate spheres, the emphasis on pleasing and caring for men, 
and the implicit warning that should women choose to compete with (rather than 
complement) men, they would assuredly be the losers. This code of  womanhood   was 
inscribed in various ways in other cultural discourses. One example is Roberto Focosi  ’s 
allegorical illustration of  Verdi and his operas (see Figure 0.1).  19   Published in the early 
months of  1853 (before the premi è re of   La traviata   ), it presents various tableaux from 
Verdi’s works to date.    

 A tableau is a loaded image: one in which absence is as revealing as presence.  20   Focosi’s 
choice and emphasis of  context is illuminating. First, we might note the relative subservi-
ence of  the women in the depictions of  Verdi’s operas: in almost all the tableaux, they are 
positioned below or behind the male characters. Their poses are often in supplication – 
hands clasped in prayer or pleading, eyes raised either to heaven or to the earthly archi-
tects of  their travails. In his reduction of  the operas to a single visual ‘essence’, Focosi 
has concentrated on their titles. The only woman therefore given signifi cant promi-
nence is Giovanna d’Arco   (to whom the king kneels), while both Alzira   and Luisa Miller   
(again, the eponymous heroines of  their respective operas) are positioned at the front 
of  the picture and are of  a size more equal to the men who frame them. We might note 
too the singularity of  the women in these communities of  men: most illustrations have 
several male fi gures in contrast to a solitary woman. 

 How accurate was this crystallisation of  Verdi’s operas? Certainly, his heroines 
 fulfi lled aspects of  the stereotypical brief  advocated by the article in the  Corriere delle 
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Prologue: Verdi and his  audience 7

 
 Figure 0.1      Roberto Focosi,  Giuseppe Verdi e le sue opere , 1853 (Museo Teatrale, Teatro alla 
Scala, Milan)  
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Verdi, Opera,  Women8

dame ; they were daughters and mothers, wives and lovers. But Focosi   has smoothed 
away their angularity and obstinacy. There is little here that demonstrates the substan-
tive nature of  Verdi’s heroines, who in both musical and dramatic terms often show 
resourcefulness, ingenuity and a sense of  challenge to the social order that equals and 
at times even supersedes that of  their male counterparts. Nonetheless, male rather 
than female roles do indeed fi gure more prominently in Verdi’s operas. His preferred 
voice is often cited as the baritone   (a voice- type he nurtured in what Budden describes 
as ‘his most striking single innovation’),  21   who is the locus for politicised action.  22   And 
as Focosi’s tableaux suggest, the world depicted in Verdi’s chosen narratives is essen-
tially male- dominated. Only fi ve of  his operas were entitled for the female protagonist 
( Giovanna d’Arco   ,  Alzira   ,  Luisa Miller   ,  La traviata   ,  Aida   ); the rest bear either the name 
of  the central male role ( Oberto   ,  Nabucco   ,  Ernani   ,  Attila   ,  Macbeth   ,  Il corsaro   ,  Stiff elio   , 
 Rigoletto   ,  Il trovatore   ,  Simon Boccanegra   ,  Aroldo ,  Don Carlos   ,  Otello   ,  Falstaff     ) or have names 
referring to two or more characters ( I Lombardi alla prima crociata   ,  I due Foscari   ,  I masna-
dieri   ) or more general titles ( Un giorno di regno   ,  Les V ê pres   siciliennes   ,  Un ballo in maschera   , 
 La forza del destino   ). 

 Many of  Verdi’s operas further underline this masculine perspective by beginning 
with a male chorus, or male soloists: a common convention in both Italian and French 
opera in the fi rst half  of  the nineteenth century. This custom had developed prima-
rily in order to position the prima donna  ’s entrance for maximum eff ect.  23   Her subse-
quent appearance aff orded her centre stage (both visually and aurally), by virtue of  
the contrast between her (often) solitary female fi gure and the male voices preceding 
her. Undoubtedly, this positioning brought certain advantages as regards the status of  
the prima donna, both in her own right and as dramatic protagonist. Tracy C. Davis 
argues that the allocation of  stage space is a crucial element in the theatrical portrayal 
of  gender, and that ‘Western culture reads the center as power. It reads the periphery as 
silence.’  24   Nevertheless, the manner in which gender diff erence was used to procure the 
prima donna the superior position also constituted a pictorial and aural representation 
of  the patriarchal social order in which the heroine was obliged to operate. Male discus-
sion of  female protagonists prior to their initial entry on stage heightens the impression 
that they are merely ‘objects’ in a male environment – to be lusted after ( Rigoletto   ), or 
feared and hunted ( Il trovatore   ), according to the needs of  the plot.  25   

 The extent to which the sense of  a predominantly male society continued through-
out the body of  an opera depended in some degree on the gender balance of  the cast 
and the amount of  music devoted to individual characters. In all Verdi’s operas, male 
characters outnumber female ones: again, a common situation in opera of  this period. 
This was an historical legacy of  drama (particularly tragedy), as well as a refl ection of  
the range of  occupations available to men in the outside world. Diderot  ’s plans in 1758 
for the reform of  the French stage and the development of  the ‘ genre s é rieux ’ (which 
would later substantially infl uence the bourgeois drama of  the Romantic playwrights, 
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Prologue: Verdi and his  audience 9

and thus also much Ottocento Italian opera) list a range of  male characters to be consid-
ered in contrast to the mythological or aristocratic heroes of  classical French tragedy: 
‘the scholar, the philosopher, the shopkeeper, the judge, the lawyer, the politician, the 
citizen, the magistrate, the fi nancier, the aristocrat, the administrator’.  26   For women, 
however, the descent from the idealised plane of  much eighteenth- century drama with 
its imperious queens and sorceresses into the more ‘realistic’ environs of   drame bourgeois  
did not produce a similar broadening of  characterisation; rather, it meant a gradual nar-
rowing of  roles to the domestic   categories of  wives, mothers, daughters, confi dantes, 
lovers or servants. This might have refl ected to some extent the lives of  middle-  and 
upper- class women, but (with the exception of  servants) it ignored many other female 
experiences and occupations. It fell mainly to novelists (female and male) to depict the 
governesses, school- teachers, shop- girls, factory workers, navvies, artists and writers 
that existed in the real domain: characters who would only slowly fi nd space in serious 
drama during the latter decades of  the century in the context of  emerging ‘naturalism  ’. 
Comedy – and comic opera – operated across wider terrain, but even here opportuni-
ties were often still limited in comparison with those for male characters. 

 And yet women were considered a vital part of  theatrical representation. In 1845, 
having surveyed the works of  Shakespeare  , Voltaire  , Calder ó n   and Quintana  , the critic 
and dramatist Giacinto Battaglia   concluded that ‘the principal source of  so- called dra-
matic interest, without which any theatrical work (however profoundly conceived and 
eruditely wrought) will always have a cold and sterile outcome, is woman’.  27   Without 
woman as the emotional centre of  drama, embodying passion and aff ect, Battaglia 
argued, a playwright could not hope to interest his audience.   Such qualities obviously 
chimed with the idealisation of  women as the ‘heart’ of  society as well as refl ecting 
Romanticism’s privileging of  feeling, but in more prosaic terms, theatre – and espe-
cially its lyric form, opera – was also dependent on the female audience  . There were 
hard, economic reasons for providing characters who would speak to the interests of  
women spectators and off er performance opportunities for that most potent element 
at the box offi  ce, the prima donna  .  28   

 Verdi’s heroines similarly formed an important part of  the emotional currency of  
his operas – although, as mentioned before, opera was if  anything the place where both 
women  and  men sang what could not be said. The predominant catalyst for emotion 
in both sexes was the relationship that lay between them in either a romantic, sexual 
or family context, with all its infl ections of  unsatisfi ed desire and confl icting objectives, 
misunderstandings and provocations, rare joy and absolute despair. For much of  his 
career, Verdi’s approach to such dilemmas and dialogues was poised between the legacy 
of  idealism that governed the fi rst decades of  the nineteenth century and the emerg-
ing ideas of  realism. To Verdi, ‘la vera arte’ (‘true art’) meant the mix of  theatrical 
eff ect, heightened language, pathos and tragedy alongside prose, the quotidian, com-
edy and rusticity that marked the works of  Shakespeare   and Victor Hugo  . In terms of  
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Verdi, Opera,  Women10

realism, he wanted to depict aspects of  human experience hitherto denied the oper-
atic stage (Rigoletto  ’s deformity, Violetta’s   disease); he increasingly pursued a more 
fl uid relationship between music and drama than had been aff orded by earlier operatic 
conventions;  29   and through his personal direction of   mise- en- sc è ne  he sought to produce 
performances that were (by the standards of  his day) more natural than stylised.  30   But 
the space inhabited by his operas was still an imagined plane. One of  his most often-
 cited comments of  his later years says it all: rather than copying truth, he argued, ‘to 
invent truth is better, much better … To copy truth is a beautiful thing, but it is photog-
raphy, not painting.’  31   To see – and hear – Verdi’s operas as sound-  pictures , as a play on 
light and colour, in which some details might be fi nely, realistically drawn, while others 
have a broader, more impressionistic treatment is perhaps the closest apprehension of  
the composer’s artistic concept and strategy.  

    T H E  AU D I E N C E  S I N G S  V E R D I 

 Only in the act of  performance does opera fi nd its full embodiment and create ‘mean-
ing’, dependent on the specifi cs of  the theatrical site: the venue, the singers, the audi-
ence, the period. The ‘meanings’ created by a Verdian opera at its premi è re in an  é lite 
opera house with well- known virtuoso singers such as Erminia Frezzolini   or Marianna 
Barbieri- Nini   might be signally diff erent from, say, a performance at a smaller provin-
cial theatre with a singer of  lesser rank. On 5 May 1854, for example, Piave   recorded the 
progress of  the rehearsals under his direction for the new production of   La traviata    at 
the small Teatro San Benedetto   in Venice: the fi rst staging of  the opera since its trou-
bled premi è re at the much grander Fenice   with Fanny Salvini- Donatelli   in the title role 
a year earlier. This time, Violetta was to be sung by the young Maria Spezia  , and Piave 
predicted that she would perform the role ‘as no one else in the world would be able 
to dream of  doing it … in her, everything unites to make her the true incarnation of  
the thoughts of  Dumas  , Verdi and myself ’.  32   The diff erences between the two singers 
were not only in age and physique – Salvini- Donatelli was thirty- eight and rather stout 
when she created the role, while Spezia was only twenty- fi ve, slender and with a pal-
lor suggestive of  consumption – but also in their performing styles. Verdi had argued 
before the premi è re that a soprano   who sang ‘ con passione ’ was necessary, and while 
Salvini- Donatelli appears to have excelled in the fl orid singing of  the fi rst act, she had 
lacked the pathos necessary in the latter part of  the opera. Given that the audience had 
to accept the oxymoron of  a consumptive who lives (and dies) through song, the cred-
ibility of  the character was crucial. Combining both physical fragility and emotional 
investment, Spezia’s poignant rendition of  Violetta did indeed play a signifi cant part in 
changing the fortunes of  this opera (along with Verdi’s revisions to the score), as Piave 
had anticipated. Performance was thus vital in mediating the vision of  a character’s 
original architects. 
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